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Minor modification of a standard type PTB limb has made possible
the successful fitting of an unusually shaped stump. This individual was
of an extremely muscular build and amputation of the right leg through
the largest part of the calf left a "bell-shaped" stump which has retained
this same conformation and firmness in spite of the usual shrinkage over
a period of four years. The patient wore a standard PTB limb during this
time. With this appliance it was impossible to fully utilize the proper weight
bearing surfaces about the knee since the proximal portion of the socket
had to be made large enough to permit entry of the substantially larger
distal end of the stump into the prosthesis. Because of this situation the
stump could not be supported in its proper position and the distal end of
the tibia bore heavily against the closed end of the socket, thus producing
traumatization of the bone and constantly abrading the skin at this point.

I. Necessity f o r special modified P T B socket can be plainly seen in this profile view of
amputee's stump. Circumference of distal end is approximately 1-1/4" larger than stump at
level of patellar tendon and muscle tissues are very firm.

The possibility of using a thigh lacer and knee joints on either a PTB
or conventional BK was considered but it was felt that snug lacing of the
corset would not overcome lack of weight bearing at the knee and would
probably impede circulation of the distal portion of the stump.
After careful appraisal of the problems involved it was decided that
the PTB socket offered the best possibility of success providing that a method
of construction could be devised that would allow weight bearing according
to the basic principles of that type of limb. A hinged posterior section satis
fied these conditions and proved relatively easy to construct. The soft insert
was fabricated in the usual manner and the plastic shell was laminated
approximately fifty per cent thicker than normal to provide more rigidity.
It was felt that a positive aligning and rigid type of fastener would be re
quired in order to maintain precise shape and dimensions of the socket dur
ing weight bearing. Straps with buckles and other flexible fasteners such as
Velcro tape were ruled out on this account. Medium sized butt hinges proved
adequate for this purpose after the original pins were discarded and new
ones of polished steel were fitted so as to slide into place easily. The hinges
themselves were set into place with plastic paste and then riveted securely
before final finishing of the prosthesis. Beveling the edges of the top hole
made insertion of the pins much easier.
In donning the limb, the amputee has the choice of either pulling the
insert upon the stump and then inserting both into the plastic shell together
or by first positioning the insert in the shell and then pushing the stump
into place. In either case the posterior flap is not closed and fastened until
the stump is fully in place. An extra accessory which makes it much easier
for the amputee to close this flap and hold it up snugly while the pin is

I I . L-shaped pins lie flat, can be easily
inserted and removed. Metal hinges lock
posterior flap rigidly in place and hold entire
socket in shape during weight bearing.

I I I . Note that pivoting hinge i s placed above
end of stump at point of largest stump
circumference. Also that insert does not have
hinged section but is solid like standard P T B .

inserted can be fabricated with a 1 " leather strap and a lever type fastener
such as is ordinarily used on fisherman's ice chests. It might be possible in
some cases to eliminate the cuff suspension strap but here it was necessary
in order to avoid excessive piston motion.
In concluding it should be emphasized again that there is no departure
from the accepted techniques of PTB fitting. While the particular circum
stances of this case will seldom occur, a more frequent occasion for the use
of this modification might be found in early fittings of BK amputations,
allowing post-operative ambulation before atrophy of muscle tissue reduces
the distal portion of the stump enough to permit use of the regular type
socket.

